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Abstract

In this report, the second in a series of five on data intercomparison

theory, we examine three basic measures of data-set separation and procedures

by which these measures can be assigned statistical significance. The three

measures are for the distances between means (SITES), variances (SPRED), and

patterns (SHAPE) of space-time geophysical multivariate data sets. The patterns,

in turn, are resolved into spatial and temporal patterns.

The problem of determining procedures to generate reference distributions,

by which statistical significance is decided, is resolved into five parts,

depending on the amount of data available for use. We classify availability

of data into five categories: adequate, semi-adequate, borderline, semi

inadequate, and inadequate. For each of these settings we develop procedures

to generate reference distributions for SITES and SPRED, and determine the

power curves for these two statistics under selected procedures. These power

curves are compared with those generated by some classical tests for the

relative location and spread of multivariate data sets. The proposed statistics

SITES and SPRED and some of their distribution-producing procedures appear to

be relatively powerful and robust.
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Data Intercomparison Theory

II. Trinity Statistics for Location, Spread and Pattern Differences

Rudolph W. Preisendorfer

Curtis D. Mobley

1. Introduction

The central problem of data intercomparison theory in climate studies is

two-fold: given two (often spatially extensive) data sets D and ~, each in

the form (say) of p time series of some physical field sampled n times, it is

required first of all to gauge the "distance" (in some sense) between D and ~,

and then to decide if this distance is "significantly large" or not. The

outcome of such a decision could for example lead (if the "distance" is not

large) to the acceptance of some dynamical hypothesis about the field; or it

could in another instance be instrumental (if the "distance" is too large) in

discarding or modifying a computer model attempting to simulate the physical

processes of the field. It is therefore a matter of considerable importance

in the study of climate processes to have some confidence in the adequacy of

the statistical decision procedures by which a theory will stand or fall, or

by which a model is declared faithful or not. More often than not, the classical

statistical tools of gaussian reference distributions and their various derivates,

and even the oft-invoked declarations of statistical independence, are not

adequate to the tasks of modern climatology. In this note we examine the

general problem of defining distance gauges between various attributes (location,

spread, pattern) of pairs of geophysical data sets. This problem leads directly

to that of constructing the reference distribution for the statistic, the

means by which significance decisions are made.
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There are no unique solutions to these problems, no solutions that are

maximally powerful in all settings encountered in practice. We therefore

cannot emphasize just one procedure by which the general intercomparison

problem may be solved. Rather we will develop some general principles of data

intercomparison activity which can serve to guide the construction of inter

comparison procedures for a wide range of specific settings.

This wide range of settings can be split up into a set of five categories.

These are defined loosely by the relative size of the data sets that are

available within them for constructing the reference distributions. These

categories are arranged in order of decreasing availability of real data sets,

as follows: adequate, semi-adequate, borderline, semi-inadequate, and inadequate.

We shall illustrate a reference-distribution building-procedure for each of

these categories. The procedures begin with the ideal case of adequate real

data sets. This is the real counterpart to the theoretical setting wherein a

classical distribution (e.g. normal, chi square, etc.) serves as the reference

distribution from which an arbitrary, unlimited number of samples can be

drawn. In some real data sets now becoming available (e.g. the HSSTP assembled

at CIRES by Fletcher and colleagues at Boulder, CO) we have adequate numbers

of data values which fall into this first category, for some (but not all)

statistical studies. In this setting all statistical questions, by definition,

can be answered in adequate detail. Next come the semi-adequate data settings

where there are "almost enough" samples to constitute a sample space of statistic

values. By means of a simple and natural permutation procedure such a setting

can be made to blossom into an adequate one, and from which statistical decisions

can be drawn. Next come two categories, the borderline and semi-inadequate

cases, where, despite the absence of further data or dynamic principles,

relatively powerful measures can still be taken to generate the requisite

2
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reference distributions. These two cases are perhaps the more important of

the five categories studied here and accordingly we shall give them most of

our attention, developing respectively the auto-cross, and the pool, permutation

procedures (APP, PPP, resp.) for the borderline and semi-inadequate cases.

The fifth (the "inadequate") category of data availability represents such a

barren setting for reference distribution construction that we mention it only

for completeness and consider in passing some of the (admittedly desperate)

measures that one may invoke in order to generate a statistical background for

a given statistic. Nevertheless, knowing that something can be done even in

this setting may occasionally lead an investigator to a not unreasonable

conclusion about his data set or model.

In the pursuit of all these matters it is occasionally helpful to have in

mind a simple geometric visualization of the data sets being intercompared.

The geometrization of a data set is illustrated in Fig. 1.1. There are four

activities in the process of visualization: assembling raw data, producing

digitized data (which is also filtered at this stage), the compression of a

synoptic pattern into a point of E (p-dimensional euclidean space), and
p

producing the space-time trajectory of the point. In this last stage, two

data sets Q, ~, originally in the form of p time series (of sea surface

temperature, or sea level air pressure, say) sampled n times, are now seen as

two trajectories in E , discretely sampled at times t=I, ... ,n.p

These geometric visualizations are heuristic, in the sense of suggesting

to an investigator various possible definitions of measures of distance between

the main attributes (location, spread, shape) of data sets. However, human

ability to effectively visualize these attributes is limited to E2 or Es .

When the number of time series, say, increases to four or more, resort must be

made to objective reasoning by analogy and by symbol-manipulations. To illustrate

3
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the necessity of such objective measures, we have prepared three visual experiments

and recorded them in Figs. 1.2, 1.3, 1.4. In each of the figures we started

from the same data set shown by the circles. Each circle summarizes the

simultaneous temperature (say) at two stations on the ocean surface. There

were 48 such observations made at each station. In one of the figures the

circles were all displaced a fixed amount parallel to one of the axes and

their final locations marked by crosses. In another figure, the circles were

rotated by 20° in a certain direction about their centroid. In still another

figure the set of circles was subject to a transformation affecting only the

overall variance of the set. Can the reader discern, visually, which diagram

illustrates which of these transformations? This example may serve to indicate

the occasional need for objective measures of distance between the various

commonly used attributes of data sets. Visual examples could be made to

illustrate the need for an even more subtle concept of data intercomparison

theory, that of statistical significance. But perhaps this set of three

diagrams will serve to make the point of this discussion.

Acknowledgments

Our interest in the data intercomparison problem is due largely to stimulating

discussions over the past years by one of us (RWP) with Dr. Tim P. Barnett of

the Climate Research Group at Scripps Institution of Oceanography. Moreover,
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2. Trinity Statistics

In the geometrization process of a data set described in the Introduction,

we begin with two data sets in raw observation form. After objective analysis,

each data set is in digitized form (the primes in Fig. 1.1 have been dropped

for brevity):

D: {d(t , x) : t=1, ... , n ; x=1, ... , p }

M: {m(t,x): t=l, ... ,n; x=l, ... ,p}

(2.1)

(2.2)

Here t, x are time and space indexes. We may think of D and M either as DXp

matrices, as points in euclidean space E of dimension np, or as two swarmsnp

of n points each in euclidean space E of dimension p. Each of these represen
p

tations will be used in the developments below.

The basic measure of separation L(Q,~) of two points in E , such as Q,~np

in (2.1), (2.2), is defined via

n p
L2(Q,~) _ I I [d(t,x) - m(t,x)]2 .

t=l x=l
(2.3)

On the other hand, we may visualize Q,~ as n-point swarms in E , i.e., as
p

D: {~(t): t=l, ,n}

M: {~(t): t=l, ,n}

where (with "T" denoting transpose):

(2.4)

(2.5)

~(t)

~(t)

T_ [d(t,l), ... ,d(t,p)]

T- [m(t,l), ... ,m(t,p)]

(2.6)

(2.7)

The measure of distance II!!-! II between points !!,!, of Ep may be defined via

9
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P
1I~_YIl2 _ I [u(x) - v(x)]2 .

x=l
(2.8)

T Tfor any two points u =[u(l), ... ,u(p)] , Y =[v(l), ... ,v(p)] in E. The
p

length II~II of u is its distance from y = Q, the origin of Ep ' Le.,

11~12
P
I u 2 (x) .

x=l
(2.9)

Therefore, viewing ~'~ as two swarms of n points each in E , we can write
p

(2.3) as

n
L2(~,~) = I 11.~(t)-!!!(t)1I2 .

t=l
(2.10)

The centroids of the n-point swarms ~,~ are the points in E defined by
p

n
d - n- 1 I ~(t)

t=l

n
m - n- 1 I !!!(t)

t=l
(2.11)

These serve to define the locations of the swarms in E. The separation of
p

swarm centers is then II~-!!!II. The radial extent or scatters of ~'~ about

their centroids are given by

n
afi - I II~(t) - ~1I2

t=l
, a~

n
_ I 1I!!!(t) - !!!1I 2 .

t=l
(2.12)

With these notations established, we can now return to L2(~,~) in (2.10) and

rearrange it, by means of a succession of algebraic transformations, into the

form which will yield the measures of distance between the three main attributes

of the data sets, namely the sites, the spreads, and the shapes of the sets.

Thus, starting with (2.10), we have

10
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n
L2(~,~) = I ~~(t) - ~(t)~2

t=l

n n n
= I {(~(t)_~)T (~(t)-~) + I (~(t)_~)T (~(t)-~) + I (~_~)T (~-~)

t=l t=l t=l

n
(~(t)_~)T

n
(~(t)_~)T- I (~(t)-~) - I (~-~)

t=l t=l

n T n T- I (~(t)-~) (~(t)-~) + I (~(t)-~) (~-~)

t=l t=l

n T n T- I (~-~) (~(t)-~) + I (~-~) (~(t)-~)
t=l t=l

(2.13)

This reduces to

n n
+ I ~~(t)_~"2 + I "~(t)_~"2

t=l t=l

n
- 2I [~(t)_~]T [~(t)-~]

t=l

(site)

(spread)

(shape) (2.14)

This may be rearranged further into the following form with the help of (2.12):

n
L2(~,~) = n 1I~_~"2 + (a

D
-a

M
)2 + 2{a

D
a

M
- I [~(t)_~]T [~(t)-~]} .

t=1
(2.15)

In order to obtain dimensionless measures of separation of the site, spread

and shape terms, (2.15) suggests division of each term by aDaM. When this is

done we will have attained the trinity of statistics of the present study, and

(2.15) becomes

11
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DIST2 = SITES + SPRED + SHAPE

where we have written

"DIST2" for L2 <!!,~n/ODOM

"SITES" for n 1I~-!!!1I2/0DOM

"SPRED" for (OD-OM)2/0DOM

T

"SHAPE" for 2 1 _ ~ [~(tl-~] [!!'(tl-!!']
t=1 °D OM

(2.16)

(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19)

(2.20)

The trinity of statistics {SITES, SPRED, SHAPE}, which have been carved

out of DIST2, will serve as our measures of separation of the three main

attributes of Q,~, namely location, radial scale, and pattern. Fig. 2.1

illustrates, for the case p = 2, the various concepts defined in the present

discussion. Here we have a schematic depiction of Q,~ as 8-point swarms in

E2 • Their centroids are shown in part (a) of Fig. 2.1 as ~,!!!, being separated

by distance II~-!!II The radii of D,M are schematically shown (and not to

scale) by 0D' OM. In part (b) of the figure the essential terms of the statistic

SHAPE are interpreted graphically. Thus the vectors ~(t) = [~(t)-~]/OD and

~(t) = [!!(t)-!!]/OM are vectors in Ep for each time t =1, ... ,n. They are placed

end-to-end to simulate successive displacements of the data points in E. If
P

~(t) and ~(t) happen to point in the same direction for every t, and in particular

~(t)-~ =(OD/OM)(!!(t)-!!), we deduce from (2.20) that SHAPE =O. Thus in this

instance the spatial patterns spun out in time by the ~(t) and !!(t) points are

identical, even though the swarms may have different locations and spreads

about their centroids. Returning to Figs. 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, and recalling their

manner of construction, the reader may verify that SHAPE =0 for the three pairs

of data sets shown in these figures.

12
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In the present study we shall concentrate mostly on SITES and SPRED,

being the simpler members of the trinity within DIST2. The statistic SHAPE,

as it turns out, because of its more complex internal structure, is less

powerful than SITES or SPRED using the presently adopted reference-distribution

building-procedures. Its detailed examination and that of its various logical

descendants will be made in part III of the present series of Data Intercomparison

Theory Studies.

3. Reference Distributions in Adequate Settings (lOP)

We shall give two examples of adequate settings arising in climate work

wherein the data are sufficient to the task of deciding on the statistical

significance of some event. When such data sets are encountered then they can

be mined for all the statistical information they possess. We shall refer to

this process as the "Ideal Observation Procedure (lOP)." The most basic form

of statistical information is of course in the cumulative distribution function

of the statistic of interest, from which all the moments of the distribution

and other derivates can be obtained. The longer the time series (or the data

gathering activity) has been in existence, the more detailed can be the structures

of the extracted distributions. In some statistical-gathering activities

(such as actuarial, astronomical, and some but not all aspects of meteorology

and oceanography) very detailed statistical tables are available for use in

diagnostic and prediction research. Here are two representative examples that

illustrate this basic mode of distribution-construction. One example is from

a routine collection of observed records, the other is from model-building

records.

14
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A. Example of lOP: Significant Temperature Rise in Homer, Alaska

A meteorologist on a TV weather program is often heard to make a statement

to the effect that today was a record breaker for hot (or cold) days, for this

date in a period of, say, twenty years. If one has the appropriate record of

temperatures, then it is a simple matter to deduce or verify the statement

made. On another occasion a less simple and more thought-provoking statement

may be that: during the first three weeks of the past month there was a

significant rise in temperature of early mornings, and that rise occurred over

the first couple of days of the second week. On first reading, the statement

may well appear cryptic. Then, as the sense of it emerges, some questions

arise. What could "significant rise" mean in this case?

In what follows we give an everyday type of example of how such a judgment

of significance in temperature changes can be given a precise, verifiable

meaning. We went to the monthly weather summaries that are routinely compiled

for each major U.S. city by the NOAA National Climate Center at Asheville, NC,

and randomly chose a city and a month. It turned out to be Homer, Alaska, for

October, 1979 (whose temperature record served as the basis of the above italicized

remark, and the analysis, below). We selected the first twenty-five days of

the month and graphed the temperatures in the city as they were recorded at

0200 hrs local time each day. These temperatures are shown as solid dots in

the upper graph of Fig. 3.1. We then took an average of these temperatures

for each successive pairs of days. These averages are shown as open circles.

This averaging was done because it was known that the speaker of the italicized

observation above was referring (implicitly at least) to temperature averages

over successive days. Next, since he had made a statement about temperature

changes over pairs of days, we took the differences of these averages by

subtracting the earlier average from the later. The results are graphed in

15
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the lower of the two diagrams and are indicated as circled dots. The range of

these differences is shown on the vertical axis to the left of the graph. The

frequencies of occurrence of these differences (classified in bins on the \OF

marks) are shown on the axis to the right of the graph. The frequencies of

occurrence of temperature rises occur on the upper half of the axis. Out of

the 10 rises, that at 5\OF was the greatest and of the smallest frequencg of

occurrence (whence the significance of the event). This event occurred between

the eighth and ninth days of the month. Thus we could, on this basis, and

with confidence 90% (since it occurred once out of 10 trials) make the italicized

statement about the event at the outset of this example. In fact this is what

we agree is meant by the statement, and in particular what is meant by the

words "significant rise" in that statement.

A quite different approach to that above, which would also be instructive,

would be to obtain a great many October temperature records for Homer, pool

the data, make a histogram just as above, but now for all pooled temperatures,

and then make the same analysis. That would produce a larger data base on

which to make the italicized claim above. In the example, as given, we are

content to use only one month as a basis for the italicized remark, for we are

at the moment interested in illustrating an idea, that of an adequate data

setting.

This example, although of simple content, contains the essence of the

activity involved in any verifiable statistical statement in climate studies:

(i) an adequate record of a specific physical field; (ii) at a given location;

(iii) over a particular time period (or an ensemble of time periods), of such

extent that the appropriate statistics can be compiled into: (iv) a distribution

from which the statement may then be read, its significance gauged, and from

which the confidence of that assertion can be deduced.

17
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B. Example of lOP: Significant Interannual Differences of a Computer

Simulation of Regional Temperatures

A computer model of a temperature field over a certain region yields a

sample of 360 readings at each of 24 stations of that region. (The model is

described in Appendix A, and will be used for other examples in this work.)

The samples spaced in time are intended to represent monthly averages, and

hence the period of time simulates 30 years of observations. The object of

the study is to determine the range and distribution of simulated interannual

differences in average yearly temperature over the 24 station network, and

specifically to note the manner in which significantlg large differences (on

the 5% level) in these multivariate interannual means are distributed throughout

the 30-gear period.

In order to analyze the computer output of the model in accordance with

the above goals we must define quantitatively the several key terms in the

italicized statement. Towards this end, let ~(t) be the 24-component vector

of temperatures at time t in the output record, where t =1, ... ,360. These

are formed via (Al.9) in Appendix A. For this example, a gear of temperature

records is any set {~(t+l),... , ~(t+12)} of temperature vectors with

o ~ t < t + 12 ~ 360. Hence two adjacent gears of temperature records are

given by

~j = {~(t): t =j+l, ,j+12} (3.1)

~j = {~(t): t =j+13, ,j+24} - {~(t): t =j+l, ... ,j+12}

for j =0, ... ,360 - 2x12 =336.

The jth interannual temperature difference over the region is given by

S. - SITES(D.,M.), j =0, ... ,336.
J -J -J

18
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The italicized statement above then directs us to order the S. in increasing
J

size, and select the largest 17 of them (since S% of 337 is 17, to the nearest

integer). The result is a cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the S ..
J

The graph in Fig. 3.2(a) gives the cdf of S. values in this example, while
J

Fig. 3.2(b) displays the seventeen years (i.e., the indexes j in (3.1» which

produced a significantly large multivariate mean difference over the 24-point

region. The largest 17 SITES values can be seen from Fig. 3.2(a) to range

from 0.296 to 0.338. The fields associated with these'S% significant values

were distributed in time over the 30 years as shown in Fig. 3.2(b). Thus the

first significant difference in annual means occurred over the 24 month period

beginning with month 27. The last occurred over the 24 month period beginning

~ith month 318. It is clear that the significantly large differences can

occur in clusters of 3 to 4, and that these clusters and the singletons occur

fairly uniformly over the years. It is not our intent here to analyze further

this interesting clustering behavior (it is a function of the choice of the

fundamental periods in the deterministic part of the model, the signal to

noise ratio built into it, the significance level, and the sampling procedure).

The main point of this example, however, has now been made: that under ideal

conditions, i.e., with an adequatelg large data set, basic questions of

significant behavior of a statistic (SITES in this case) can be fullg explored

without resort to the usual classical statistical constructs (gaussianitg,

independence, etc.).

4. Reference Distributions in Semi-Adequate Settings (EOP)

The present EOP (Empirical Observation Procedure) setting is one in which

the available data set is not large enough to directly make the requisite
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distributions in the fullness that is possible in the lOP settings of §3 above.

Yet there is enough information in the typical data set of this setting to

allow a simple permutation procedure to expand the data set into the requisite

sample space. The outline of the procedure is given below, followed by

explanatory comments and an example.

A. Given: nxp data sets ~,~ over region R , time interval I where p =no.
o 0

points in R , n =no. samples at each point.o

B. Question: Is STSTC(~,~) significantly large? (STSTC =SITES, or SPRED)

C. Data Space: Available collection ~1""'~' 0 ~ 15 of nxp data sets over
region R and time interval I, which are relevant to pars A, B
above.

D. Sample Space: All ordered pairs (D.,D.), i, j = 1, ... ,0 ~ 15, i * j
- - ~~

E. Statistics: Form Sk =STSTC(D.,D.), k =1, ... ,r ~ w =~(0-1)
~~

F. Reference Distribution: Order the Sk of par E according to increasing size

and relabel:

S(I) ~ S(2) ~ ••• ~ S(crit) ~ ••• ~ S(r)' crit = (l-a)r

where a is the significance level of the test,
o < a < 1.

G. Null HyPothesis H: (~,~) is in the sample spaceo

H. Accept Ho : if STSTC(~,~) ~ S(crit)

Reject Ho : if STSTC(~,~) > S(crit)

In the latter case, STSTC(~,~) is significantly large; in the former case

it is not.

I. Comments

The central feature of EOP, the one that distinguishes it from APP and

PPP below, is step C wherein it is explicitly required that there are available

at least 15 nxp data sets D. which are phgsicallg relevant to the given data
~

sets ~,~. This means, e.g., that if D and M are arrays of SLP measurements
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over some region R of the Pacific and consist of monthly averages, then so
o

But they need not always be overtoo should the D. be SLP monthly averages.
-J

the same spatial or temporal domain as M and D. There is accordingly, in the

gathering of the data space ~l, ••• ,DO' considerable freedom as to choice of R

and I, as long as the choice leads to a mathematically well-defined and physically

reasonable sample space. Note that the sample space constructed in step D is

open-ended in that more elements can be added beyond those generated from the

present selection of the data space. We also observe that the sample space is

built on the assumption that the temporal order of the D. is immaterial to the
-J

question at hand. Thus when forming H we are not interested in the fact that
o

D. may precede D. in time, but only in some measure of separation STSTC(D.,D.)
-1 -J -1 -J

of D. and D.. If in some investigation the time order of D. ,D. is important,
-1 -J -1 -J

this should be stated in the question of par B and the appropriate sample

space in par D constructed. (For example, the illustrations of the lOP in §3

took congnizance of time ordering of the data sets.) In this extension of EOP

to questions of temporal order, the condition on 0 (i.e. ~ 15) may have to be

changed. The present choice of 0 ~ 15 assures that w ~ 105 so that a reasonably

detailed cumulative distribution curve can be obtained and its (say) 5%

significance level determined.

J. Example of EOP: model-model intercomparison

We use the model of Appendix A to generate 15 realizations of an nXp data

set ~; where n = 36, p = 24, a = 1, ~ = 0, and a = 1.000. Let the jth of

these sets be denoted by II~j", j = 1, ... ,15. From this we form the 105 points

of the BOP reference distribution made up of the values SITES(D.,D.), i,
-1 -J

j =1, ..• ,15, i ~ j. This distribution is aenerated to answer the question of
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whether the pair (Q,~) (say) is in the sample space of 105 pairs (Qi,Qj) where

~ is generated by the same model but with ~ =0.300. Figure 4.1 shows the

reference distribution of SITES values formed, and Table 4.1 shows the values

of SITES(D.,M), j =1, ... ,15. From Fig. 4.1 we see that the critical value of
-J -

SITES for the 5% significance level is at SITES = 0.063. From Table 4.1 we

find SITES(Ql'~) =0.106. Hence in this case we would discard H , and concludeo

that the centroids of ~ and Ql are significantly far apart. In other words,

increasing ~ of the model from 0.000 to 0.300 produces a significant change in

the mean value of the two resultant data sets. Indeed, if we go systematically

through the entire given set of 15 D. data matrices, and examine SITES(D.,M),
J J-

j =1, ... ,15, then, as seen from Table 4.1, except for indexes 7,8, every one

of these SITES values is significant on the 5% level. The important exception

is SITES(Q7'~) =0.008.

In summary, we have shown that a small population of data sets (such as

the D.) can be augmented bg a simple pairing and permutation procedure so as
J

to generate a collection of ordered pairs (such as (D.,D.), i ~ j) which then
~J

provide a reference distribution against which the statistic of some given pair

(Qk'~) can be compared for significant size.
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EOP DISTRIBUTION FOR SITES (Qjl M)
ESTABLISHING 5% SIGNIFICANCE
LEVEL FOR ENTRIES IN TABLE 4.1
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TABLE 4.1

List of sites (D.,M) values for j = 1, ... ,15,
-J -

for the EOP model-model intercomparison example.

INDEX j SITES (D. ,M)
-J -

1 0.106

2 0.065

3 0.117

4 0.096

5 0.123

6 0.075

7 0.008

8 0.063

9 0.082

10 0.090

11 0.064

12 0.083

13 0.083

14 0.122

15 0.102
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5. Reference Distributions in Borderline Settings (APP)

We consider now a borderline setting in the sense that we have only one

nxp data set Q to generate the reference distribution, in contrast to the 15

or more realizations of Q available for the EOP of §4, and the 337 samples of

§3. The present setting is, moreover, on the average, somewhat richer than

that considered in §6 below, in that n for the present case should on average

in practice be twice the n in the procedure* of §6. We call the present

procedure the "Auto-cross Permutation Procedure (APP)." Some further discussion

of this procedure is given in the comments below, and an example is appended

to illustrate its use.

A. Given: nxp data sets Q,~ over region R , time Intervalo
p = no. points in R , n = no.

h
. 0at eac p01nt

I , whereo
of samples

B. Question: is STSTC(Q,~) significantly large? (STSTC =SITES, or SPRED)

C. Data Space: Q only

D. Sample Space: The present elements of this are constructed from Q,~,

as follows.

(i) Represent Q as {~(I), ,~(n)} and

Mas {~(I), ,~(n)}

where ~(t), ~(t), t =1, ... ,n, are vectors in E .
P

(ii) Construct a random permutation ~ of the set of integers 1, ... ,n.
Let n =2m.

(iii) Partition D,M via ~ and form new nxp data sets. Thus form
either the-sets

- {~(~(I», ,~(~(m»}, {~(~(m+l», ,~(~(n»}1

- {~(~(I», ,~(~(m»}, {~(~(m+l», ,~(~(n»}

D-based
partitions

* This is only a crude intuitive rule of thumb. Subsequent comparative
studies of APP and PPP under varying n-conditions should provide a
better rule.
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or, alternately, form the sets

~1'~2 - {~(~(l», ,~(~(m»}, {~(~(m+l», ,~(~(n»}

~1'~2 - {~(~(l», ,~(~(m»}, {~(~(m+l», ,~(~(n»}

M-based
partitions

(For the case of n =2m+l, partition according to [~(l), ... ,~(m+l)],

[~(m+2), ... ,~(n)])

(iv) Repeat (ii), (iii) r times, r ~ 100, thereby forming r ordered
pairs (~1'~2)1'... '(~1'~2)r along with (~1'~2)1'... '(~1'~2)r from

the ~-based sets (say). These two collections of ordered pairs
form the sample spaces of current interest and are respectively
the auto and cross sample spaces.

E. Statistics: Form the statistics Ak =STSTC(~1'~2)k'

Cf =STSTC (~1'~2)f ' k,f = l, ... ,r

F. Reference Distribution:

size and relabel.
form the sequence

Order the auto statistics Ak of par E in increasing

Do likewise with the cross statistics Cf . Thus

A(l) ~ A(2) ~ ••• ~ A(crit) ~ ••• ~ A(r) , crit = [(l-a)r]

where a is the significance level of the test, and the sequence

C(l) ~ C(2) ~ ••• ~ C(r/2) ~ ••• ~ C(r) , C(r/2) =median

Here r/2 is taken to the nearest larger integer. The A(j) sequence

above produces the auto-reference (or DD) cumulative distribution
function (cdf), while the C(j) produce the cross-reference (or DM)

cumulative distribution function (cdf).

G. Null Hypothesis H : (~1'~2)f' f = (r/2), is in the auto sample space
0

H. Accept H : if C(r/2) ~ A(crit)0

Reject H: if C(r/2) > A( .)0 cr1t

In the latter case, at least 50% of the time will a randomly selected element
(~1'~2)k of the cross sample space lie beyond the critical level of the auto

sample space. Thus we would conclude that, with at least probability 0.50,
STSTC(~,~) is significantly large, with significance level a.

I. Comments

The rationale for this procedure is as follows. First of all,

the time order of the samples is presumed immaterial to the present procedure.
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If both D and ~ are drawn from the same population then, as before in EOP, the

switching of identity-tags on the elements ~(t) and ~(t) of ~ and ~ is permissible.

One can readily see this by visualizing the ~ and ~ as n-point swarms in some

common euclidean space E. The null hypothesis H in effect says that the
p 0

labels U!!(t),U and u!!(t)" used to identify the points on each swarm are inter-

changeable in arbitrary ways. In principle there are up to n! points that can

be in the present sample spaces. However we will usually only need r ~ 100 or

so. The auto reference distribution provides a standard by which the location

of the cross reference distribution is gauged. If the median of the cross

distribution lies beyond (to the right of) the critical value of the auto

distribution, then we would have reason to believe that ~,~ are drawn from

different populations. Observe that we have used only the D-based partitions

in this exposition. We know, from statistical reasoning and also numerical

experiments, that for given parent distributions from which ~,~ are drawn, on

the average, the cross distribution for ~1'~2 equals that of ~1'~2; and moreover

that the M-based partitions will, on the average, produce the same results as

the D-based partitions. Thus either set of partitions may be used in practice.

If the time order of the samples is relevant to a study, then the present

procedure does not apply and must be modified accordingly.

J. Example of APP: Testing Effects of Different Objective Analysis Procedures

on a Raw Data Set

In a recent study, Liu (1982) developed an improved Cressman type objective

analysis procedure (Cressman, 1959) and applied it to raw data for sea surface

temperature (SST) over a rectangle of the equatorial Pacific from 25°N to

300 S, and from the western coastline of the Americas to 150oE, and in the time
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interval 1975 to 1980, inclusive. The analysis yielded 144 realizations of

\-month-averaged SST fields over the whole domain, and each realization was

contoured for surface isotherms. The fields therefore included the weak El

Nino of 1976 and its post period. This is a well-produced set of data fields

of high quality that can be used, among other things, to examine the non-seasonal

SST variation over the space-time extent of the data set.

In this example we will consider the effect of Liu's objective analysis

procedure on the mean-value and the variance of the final processed field. We

will compare the final Liu data set with two others arrived at in different

ways and which we will designate as "Modified Levitus-Oort" and "Original

Levitus-Oort." The second of these designations refers to the objective

analysis scheme of Levitus and Oort (1977) which Liu extended to his present

form. The first scheme was produced for this example by modifying Liu's

scheme as explained below. All these schemes are variations of the Cressman

procedure.

Table 5.1 below summarizes the salient features of each scheme. On the

left column of Table 5.1 we list the basic operations that occur in Liu's

procedure. It is not essential for our present example that the reader know

the detailed mathematical forms of these operations. (They may be reviewed in

Liu's (1982) study, or in more detail in DIT(V) of this series by Preisendorfer

and Mobley.) The XIS in Table 5.1 denote those operations of the left column

that (as far as possible) are common to all three objective analysis schemes.

It is seen then that the novelty in Liu's approach is fivefold: the "corrector

on grid" operator (a basic feature of Cressman's original scheme) is (i) made

SST gradient dependent, (ii) there is an outlier cutoff feature, (iii) the

various data entering the corrector scheme are weighted in importance of

quality, and (iv) the diffuser-smoother operator, absent in the original
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Levitus-Oort (and Cressman) scheme, is added in Liu's scheme and made dependent

on the SST gradient. Finally, (v) a curvature-corrector term is added to

Liu's scheme, relative to the original Levitus-Oort procedure.

The main motivation of this example is to see what happens to the average

values and variance of the raw data set as it is passed through the three

objective analysis schemes described in Table 5.1. In particular, we ask

whether the SST gradient-dependence of the "corrector on the grid" and

"diffuser-smoother" operators is important to the mean and variance attributes

of the data set. Accordingly we shut off these features of the Liu scheme and

also dropped the data weight feature. The result is the "modified Levitus-Oort"

scheme. Subsequently we dropped from the latter scheme the outlier cutoff

feature and dropped both the diffuser-smoother and curvature-corrector operators,

thereby reverting back to the original Levitus-Oort scheme.

After defining the above three schemes, we selected four regions in the

Pacific over which we would intercompare the results of the three schemes.

Each of these four regions is a rectangle of extent 5° x 10° in the north x east

directions, and with the properties as summarized in Table 5.2. The data sets

defined on these regions were of the nXp form ~,~, where p = 24 and n = 36.

Thus in each of the four regions we looked at 24 time series of 36 \-month

averages starting in January 1975 and extending 18 months through June 1976.

~,~ then took on the forms of the three possible distinct combinations, as

shown in the three left boxes of Table 5.3. The size of the significance

level a in the intercomparison was taken as 0.10, and r was taken as 100. We

applied the APP to each of these three pairs of data sets.
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Table 5.2

Four 5° x 10° Regions of p = 24 points each for Data
Intercomparison of Liu's Objective Analyses Scheme with
Original Levitus-Oort and Modified Levitus-Oort Schemes

Location of SW corner General Area Quality of Original
of Rectangle where Located Data in Rectangle

15°N, 1200 W Mexico coast High data density
Large SST gradient

15°N, 1100 W Hawaii High data density
Small SST gradient

2\oS, 1700 W Below Hawaii Moderate data density
on Equator Small SST gradient

2\oS, 1100 W On dateline Low data density
on Equator Small SST gradient

A study of the results in Table 5.3 suggests the following interesting

features of the three objective analyses schemes (of Table 5.1) applied to

data sets in regions 1-4 defined in Table 5.2.

First of all, the locations (i.e. mean values) of the resultant data sets

are not significantly affected by relaxing the gradient-dependent smoothing

operations of Liu's scheme. This is signified by the "A"s (for H "accepted")
o

in the "SITES RESULT" column of Table 5.2. The actual sample means in region

1, e.g., are 24.97°C for Liu's set and 25.03°C for the original Lev-Oort set,

as shown in the Table. This amounts to a 0.06°C average difference over the

24 points and 18 month period. The fact that the SITES test, using APP,
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Table 5.3

Intercomparison of SITES and SPRED attributes of three pairs
of data sets defined on the regions of Table 5.2 and produced
using the schemes of Table 5.1. APP was used to produce this
table. A = Accept H , R = Reject H .o 0

SAMPLE SITES SAMPLE SPRED
DATA SETS REGION MEANS RESULT STD DEVS RESULT

LIU VS. ORIG 1 24.97°c A 1. 154°C RLEV-OORT 25.03 1.663

2 25.75 A 0.839 R25.23 1.414

3 27.17 A 0.7513 R27.05 1.338

4 28.25 A 0.566 R28.25 1.096

LIU VS.
1 24.97 A 1.154 AMODIFIED 24.80 1.145

LEV-OORT

2 25.75 A 0.839 A25.75 0.832

3
27.17 A 0.7513 A27.16 0.755

4 28.25 A 0.566 A28.21 0.522

MODIFIED 1 24.80 A 1.145 RLEV-OORT 25.03 1.663
VS.

ORIGINAL
25.75 0.832LEV-OORT 2 25.83 A 0.414 R

3
27.16 A 0.755 R27.05 1.338

4 28.21 A 0.522 R
28.25 1.096
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accepted H in this case is therefore intuitively reasonable. We conclude in
o

particular that data density and SST gradient properties do not play an important

role in determining the mean structure of the present data sets via the defined

objective analysis schemes.

On turning to the "SPRED RESULT" column, we encounter another story. In

the Liu-vs-original Lev-Oort box we see (by the listed rejections R of H )
o

that by omitting the new features of Liu's procedure, we produce significantly

different variance properties in the final data sets (as gauged by SPRED via

APP). The °C differences in sample standard deviations in this case are on

the order of O.SoC in region 1. When we return some of these features to the

Original Lev-Oort procedure to obtain the modified Lev-Oort scheme, we see, by

the Liu-vs-Modified Lev-Oort box, that the spreads of the fields are no longer

significantly different (the "A"s are denoting acceptance of H ) and the
o

sample standard deviations are differing by O.OloC in region 1. The conclusion

we reach in this aspect of the study is that: relaxing just the SST gradient

dependent smoothing properties of the Liu objective analysis scheme does not

significantly affect the variance properties of the Liu data set in any of the

various regions. However, by dropping the new smoothing operations altogether,

and other features (see Table 5.1), so as to revert to the Original Levitus-Oort

scheme, the variance properties are significantly affected in all regions and

by amounts that are climatologically important (i.e., on the order of O.SOC).

The preceding conclusion leads us to the next consideration (which,

however, is beyond the scope of this study): which of the two schemes (Original

Levitus-Oort, or Liu) is to be preferred in the objective analysis of the

equatorial data? The tests have made their decisions as to the disparate

SPRED properties of the resultant data sets. Table 5.3 indicates that the

application of the new smoothing operations in the Liu scheme reduces the
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average standard deviations of the resultant sets by the order of O.SoC. The

detailed pursuit of this consideration, however, will not be made here.

6. Reference Distributions in Semi-Inadequate Settings (PPP)

We descend now to the setting where the number n of samples may be so low

that it may no longer be feasible to split up the Q and ~ sets, as in the APP

of §S, in order to generate the reference distribution. Instead we go the

other way: we pool the n-point swarms in E first, and then repeatedly partition
p

their union to generate the requisite reference distribution. We shall call

this the "pool permutation procedure (PPP)." The details follow.

A. Given: nxp data sets Q,~ over region R , time intervalo
p = no. points in R , n = no.
at each point 0

I where
o

of samples

B. Question: is STSTC(Q,~) significantly large? (STSTC =SITES or SPRED)

C. Data Space: Q only

D. Sample Space: The elements of the sample space are constructed from
Q,~ as follows.

(i) Represent D as {~(l), ... ,~(n)} and

M as {~(l), ... ,~(n)}

where ~(t), ~(t), t = 1, ... ,n, are vectors in E
p

(ii) Form the union of Q,~, i.e., pool the ~(t) and ~(t) vectors
to find

- {~(l), ... ,~(n), !!!(l), ... ,!!(n)}

(iii) Construct a random permutation ~ of the set of integers
1, ... ,2n. Arrange the permuted set in the order: ~(1), ... ,
~(n),~(n+l), ... ,~(2n).

(iv) Partition ~ via ~:
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(v) Repeat (iii), (iv) r times, r ~ 100, thereby forming r ordered
pairs (U1,U2)1,""(U1 ,U2). These constitute elements of the- - - - rsample space.

E. Statistics: Form the statistic values Sk =STSTC (~1'~2)k' k =1, ... ,r.

F. Reference Distribution: Order the Sk of par E according to increasing
size; and relabel:

S < S ~ ••• < S < ••• < S cr't(1) = (2) - = (crit) = = (r)' 1

where a is the significance level of the test.

G. Null Hypothesis H: (~,~) is in the sample space
o

= I(l-a)r]

H. Accept Ho : if STSTC(~,~) ~ S(crit)

Reject Ho: if STSTC(~,~) > S(crit)

In the latter case, STSTC(Q,~) is significantlg large; in the former case,
it is not.

I. Comments

The present scheme has the following rationale. For the purpose of

forming Ho ' we envision the two data sets ~,~ as being produced by some common,

statistically steady physical process. Thus under this assumption the sets

~1'~2 in step D(iv) above are just as likely to have evolved under this process

as Q,~. This assumption is tantamount to saying tht the labels "~(t),"

"!!!(t)," used to identify the points of each swarm, are interchangeable in

arbitrary ways within the union ~ of step D(ii). Granted this, the sample

space may be constructed and, ultimately, one of the decisions concerning H
o

is reached.

Looking at this decision process more closely and thinking specifically

of the range of values SITES(~1'~2)k' k =1, ... ,r (of step E), we observe the

following: if ~ and ~ have their centroids separated a distance that is large

compared to 0D'OM (recall Fig. 2.1a), then when we pool ~,~ and produce a

partition {~1'~2}' the centroids of ~1 and ~2 will tend on the average to have

SITES(~1'~2) smaller than SITES(~,~). If the latter value is significantly
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large (in the sense that it exceeds S(crit)) then in step H we would reject

H .o

A similar intuitive review of the decision process in step H can be made

for the range of values SPRED(~1'~2)k' k = 1, ... ,r. For this purpose it is

helpful to write SPRED(~,~) as (aD/aM) + (aM/aD) - 2. Then it is clear that

if aD and aM are markedly different, SPRED will be relatively large. As these

swarms ~'~ (with large SPRED) are pooled and partitioned in various ways, we

produce ~1'~2 with SPRED values that are, more often than not, less than

SPRED(~,~). If the latter value is significantly large (i.e. if it exceeds

S(crit)) then in Step H we would reject Ho . This may be visualized by

experimenting with a figure like that in Fig. 2.1a. A preliminary numerical

analysis of the power of SPRED under various conditions on centroid separation,

sample size n, and number of positions p in space is made in §8, below.

Similar numerical analyses for the power of SITES are also found in that

section.

It should be noted that the number of elements of the sample space formed

in step D can be quite large even for modest sample sizes n in D and M. For

example, if n = 10, then there are (2n!)/(n!)2 = 184,756 distinct partitions

that can be made and added to the sample space. Our experience shows that the

number of elements in the sample space can be considerably smaller, say on the

order of r = 100, from which the general shape and location of the distribution

function is already discernable and, indeed, useable.

Observe, finally, that the temporal order of (~,~) and hence of (~1'~2)

is presumed immaterial to the question at hand. Tests sensitive to the temporal

order of D and M can be constructed in the above framework of PPP (analogously

as in the case of the other procedures); but this matter will not be considered

here.
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J. Example* of PPP: Simulation of January sea level pressure by a GCM

A general circulation model may be used to simulate atmospheric and or

oceanographic time series in a region and epoch of interest, and the results

compared with reality. For example, we were interested in comparing with real

observations a GCM simulation of a typical January sea level pressure in the

relatively energetic region between 20 0 -80 0 N and 100 ·1800 W. A series of runs,

in the space-time domain, of an early version of the NCAR GCM was provided us

by R. Chervin. These were realizations obtained by five separate integrations

starting from the same initial conditions. Each realization was the last 30

days of a 60-day integration. The model output was projected onto a 50 latitude

by 100 longitude grid, of dimensions 36 x 33. The model matrix M was therefore

of dimensions n =5, p =1188.

We selected from the observed data five Januarys that were closest to the

long-term average January. The method was as follows: let p(!,t) be the sea

level pressure at location x and time t. Twenty-four years of January data

were used. Define

1
- 24

where x gives the coordinates of a typical point in the 36 x 33 grid defined

above, and t indexes the January of interest. The standard deviation at x is

a(x) = I-.!- 23

24
I

t=l

A separation index yet) was defined by

yet) =I
x

* This example is drawn from a joint study by T. P. Barnett and the authors.
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The five Januarys with the smallest values of yet) were selected for the test,

and considered "typical." This produced the 5 x 1188 matrix ~.

The question posed was, "Did the GCM reproduce the observed mean January

sea level pressure field in the domain of interest?" This question was answered

by the PPP using SITES. Specifically, we asked (as in Step B of PPP) "is

SITES(~,~) significantly large?" The answer resides in Fig. 6.1. In that

figure is the resultant cumulative distribution curve formed, as in Step F,

using r =100 realizations out of the possible 252 values formed by pooling

the two 5-point swarms in EIISS • The SITES(Q,~) value is shown on the

abscissa of the graph, and is seen to lie beyond the 99% critical level. We

therefore reject H and conclude with confidence exceeding 99% that, in theo

region of interest, the GeM's "typical" Januarg sea level pressure (SLP) field

is different, in the sense of mean value, from a "typical" observed Januarg

SLP.

7. Reference Distributions in Inadequate Settings (CIP)

We come now to the rock-bottom of the hierarchy of data settings. This

is typified by data-model matrix pairs of the following two kinds

(a) 2 x p

(b) 1 x p

D

D

1 x P

1 x P

M

M

Thus, in (a) we have ~ consisting of two maps of some physical field at a

common set of p points, while the "model" set M consists of one map over the

same set of points. The object of the intercomparison test is to see if M in

some sense (say, location or dispersion) "belongs" to the pair of ~ maps, or

more generally whether the three maps belong to some parent population. In
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situation (b) we literally hit rock-bottom in the number of maps to be inter-

compared, where we inquire whether the map of D and the map of ~ belong to

some common population.

It is quite possible that the situation in (a) can arise where D is for

example the result of two very expensive GCM runs simulating January SLP

(recall §6J). What can be done in this case? Since we have now only 3 points

in E , a PPP-type approach will yield only 3 points in the sample space.p

Clearly this is not a feasible approach in this case.

One interesting possibility that may yield something to work with in case

(a) is the following. Imagine the values of the first row of ~ to stick up

like toothpicks of different lengths from a table top. These are the values

of the field at the p points. Similarly for the second row of D. Then randomly

permute the vertical toothpicks in the first map. Do likewise with the second

map. In this way form two new (permuted) maps. If the euclidean distances

between the maps of ~ and ~ are of interest then find the distance between

these two permuted maps of~. Do this permutation and distance determination

r (~ 100) times* and form the cdf of the distances. Then see where on this

cdfaxis the two distances between the map of ~ and each of the maps of ~

fall. If there is any real discrepancy between the values of the rows of D

and the row of ~, these two distances will fall in the right tail of the cdf

and this procedure may show it up.

Implicit in this procedure is the assumption that the individual values

of the ~ maps are drawn from some common univariate population. If the nature

of this population is assumed gaussian, e.g., then a gaussian bell shaped

curve fit can be made to the p values of each row of D (thought of as independent

* If p = 5, then there are already 120 such permutations for each map of ~,

and so on the order of (120)2 = 14,400 points for the cdf.
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samples) and the two gaussian curves intercompared. If there is reasonable

agreement between the two, then some standard classical tests clearly could be

applied to the rows of ~ and that of ~ for consideration of membership of

field values (singly or in map form) in a common population.

When we turn to case (b), it is clear that a similar tactic of map-value

permutation can be carried out on the values of the map of ~, with euclidean

distances between these maps and the original ~ map noted and arranged in a

cdf. At the same time, distances between the map of the original ~ and each

new permuted ~ map can be noted and arranged in a cdf. Then the two cdfs can

be compared. If the median of the M-produced cdf lies beyond the a level of

the D-prQduced map then (as in APP) we would decide that D and M are significantly

separated.

Another possibility for case (b) is to make some working assumption about

the population from which the values of ~ were drawn, the kind of assumption

that abounds in routine, cook-book approaches to statistics. This would lead

to the use of classical type tests for the intercomparison of the two maps.

(Hence the generic name for the present procedure: CIP =Classic Intercomparison

Procedure.) It should be noted that once ang clearly stated working assumption

of this kind is made, then the intercomparison is readily and rigorously (but

not necessarily meaningfully) executable. It is therefore the choice of the

working assumption and its defence bg the chooser that lies at the base of a

Classic Intercomparison Procedure in the present setting. The likelihood of

the success of any such Classic Intercomparison Procedure rests heavily on

prior knowledge by the investigator of the statistics of the values of ~ (as

in the instance where the row or rows of D are the result of GCM runs, or

where D has strong thermodynamic or dynamic constraints placed on its values

by a priori reasoning). With these remarks we leave this unfinished matter

here.
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8. Power Curves of Trinity Statistics via Classical Sampling Procedures,

APP and PPP

A. The Notion of a Power Curve

There is a way of testing a new statistical procedure (as, e.g., SITES

via APP) , before it is applied to real data, to obtain a preliminary impression

of how "powerful" it is in discerning whether some given null hypothesis H is
o

false. Suppose we have two very populous swarms in E (see, e.g., Fig. 2.1(a) 
p

but now there are, say, hundreds of times more points than M and ~'s 8 points

in the respective populations that contain ~ and ~). One of these we will

call the "~-population," the other the "~-population." To begin a power test,

say for SITES via APP, we would place the centroids of the two populations

together, i.e., the ~-population and the ~-population have the same average

value. Next we would sample n-point swarms M and D randomly from each

population, find SITES(~,~), and the associated cdf for SITES via APP. We

would then be able to make a decision to accept or reject H at a given
o

significance level a, 0 < a < 1. We would repeat this random drawing and

arrive at the H -decision altogether, say, ten times and note how many times
o

out of ten H is rejected. If the statistical procedure is a flawless one,
o

then H (which says that, as far as SITES is concerned, the ~- and ~-populations
o

are the same) would never be rejected under the present centroid separation

condition. However it is clear there is a definite built-in probability that

H could be rejected under these conditions. This is the significance level
o

a, the probability of a Type I error. Next, the ~- and ~-population centroids

are separated by various amounts (so that H is false) and the entire testing
o

procedure repeated, obtaining for each centroid separation the fraction of

times out of ten that H is rejected. The probability p of accepting H when
o 0

H is false measures the Type II error. Now, of two statistical procedures
o
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being tested (say, SITES via APP vs. SITES via PPP) the one that on average

has a higher probability of H -rejection (a smaller P), when H is false, iso 0

the more powerful of the two. The power P we measure, below*, is defined as

1-p. With this general overview of the notion of a power test, we consider

some specific cases of interest.

B. Power Curves for DIST2 when Sampling Populations are Purely Random

(i) (DIST2) As a first experiment we considered the case of p =2, which

is relatively easy to visualize as taking place in a plane. Two gaussian

populations were generated, each of unit variance and zero mean at the outset.

Then one was displaced so that the distance between centroids was 1.75 units

(in the same scale as the variance was measured). Next, n =50 points were

randomly drawn from each population, and the procedure, outlined in par A,

carried out. In all, ten such trials were made using DIST2 as the statistic.

Four out of those 10 times H was rejected with confidence I-a =0.9. Thiso

determined the point (1.75, 0.4) in the power curve of DIST2 shown in the

upper left part of Fig. 8.1. Three more sets of ten trials were made, namely

for a spatial offset Ax of centroids by amounts 1.85, 1.90, and 2.00. Once

again decisions were made on the I-a =0.90 confidence level, as in all the

tests below. The resultant power curve for DIST2 is faired in as shown in

Fig. 8.1 (upper left). This test is disappointing, as regards DIST2 as a

measure of separation of two swarms. The results say e.g., that we must move

* In some practical applications of power tests, the probability p is used
instead of P. Sometimes P is called the operating characteristic of a
statistical procedure (Crow, Davis, Maxfield, 1960). A basic principle
in statistics is: of two tests having the same a, that which has the
smaller P (greater power) is to be preferred.
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the Q and ~ populations 1.75 a-units apart before we can, on average, detect

with probability 0.4 that they are indeed apart. We conclude that the power

of DIST2 under straightforward random sampling is too low for practical applications.

(ii) (DIST2) As a second experiment we considered the case p = 2, n = 50

once again, but now we multiplied each member of one of the swarms by a scale

factor, in effect decreasing the swarm's radius (its standard deviation). The

lower left curve of Fig. 8.1 shows the results of 5 experiments, each consisting

of ten trials of the kind outlined in par A. It was not until after we contracted

the radius (std dev) of one of the populations by a factor 0.30, that DIST2

woke up to the fact that the two swarms had different radii. Once again DIST2

was disappointing in its power.

(iii) (DIST2) As a third experiment, we multiplied only one of the

components (the x component) of each point of one of the two dimensional

swarms by a scalar factor e (the "ellipticity"). The results of the power

test of DIST2 in this case are shown by the three points of the upper right

curve of Fig. 8.1.

(iv) (DIST2) The fourth experiment consisted of random samples of n =50

from each population and then rotating one of these samples by various amounts

before applying the power test procedure. The results are shown in the lower

right curve of Fig. 8.1.

The net conclusion of the four power tests described above is that the

test based on DIST2, under random sampling conditions, is a low power test for

differences in location, spread, and shape of two data sets.
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This conclusion motivated the search for alternate measures of differences

in location, spread, and shape and resulted in the trinity of statistics

SITES, SPRED, and SHAPE defined in §2. The results of power tests for these

statistics, under various n-sampling of gaussian populations, of various

p-dimensions, are shown in Fig. 8.2, 8.3, 8.4. We will now discuss each of

these in turn.

c. Power Curves for SITES when Sampling Populations are Purely Random

SITES power curves are shown in Fig. 8.2. These curves were produced

following the same procedure used for the DIST2 curves. These are all based

on a = 0.10, as also are all the tests below. For p = 2, we see in the upper

figure that unit power of SITES already exists when Ax (the population centroid

separation) is 0.1. In the corresponding case for DIST2 (upper left, Fig. 8.1)

Ax had to be increased to 2.00 before unit power of DIST2 was attained. It

seems that the act of splitting SITES off from DIST2 was an effective move

toward a more powerful location test. Observe, however, that increasing p to

10 and then to 30 resulted in a marked decrease in power of SITES for a given

Ax. Yet, even for p = 30, SITES has unit power when, under the same sampling

(n =50) conditions, DIST2 still has zero power. In the lower panel of Fig. 8.2,

we briefly explore the n-dependence of the power of the SITES test. Here

p = 10 and, as may be expected, power decreases (for a fixed Ax) as the sample

size goes down. Notice that the middle curve (for n =50) in the lower panel

is identical to the p = 10 curve in the upper panel (as it should be).
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SITES TEST
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D. Power Curves for SPRED when Sampling Populations are Purely Random

The differences in the populations drawn from were in their radii (variances).

One was held fixed while the other was multiplied by a factor a. SPRED power

curves under various testing conditions are shown in Fig. 8.3. In the upper

left panel we explore power as a function of a for n = 50. Each curve is the

result of a different choice of p. Notice how, in each curve, very little a

must be decreased before the power of SPRED reaches one. The '+' points are

explained in the caption. Once again it is clear that in going from DIST2 to

SPRED we have gained much power (compare the p =2 curve in the upper left of

Fig. 8.3 with the lower left curve of Fig. 8.1). Notice that the power of

SPRED (for fixed a) increases with p. This is inverse to the behavior of

SITES with p (upper panel, Fig. 8.2). In the upper right panel of Fig. 8.3 we

examine the power of SPRED when one of the spherical gaussian populations is

expanded along a single direction by a factor e (ellipticity). Here, power

(above a fixed e abscissa) decreases with increasing p. In the panel below,

power of SPRED is seen to increase with n, for a given ellipticity e.

E. Power Curves for SHAPE when Sampling Populations are Purely Random

The SHAPE power curves are shown in Fig. 8.4. In this case the natural

transformation needed to change the SHAPE of a swarm is not a centroid change

nor a radial scale change. It is e.g., a rotation in p-space, or in n-space

that is required. That is, if M is an nxp matrix, we can subject it to two

different kinds of rotations.* For example, if ! is an nXn orthogonal matrix

then ! ~ has been rotated temporally away from~. It is possible to characterize

* These will be considered in detail in DIT(III).
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such a rotation by [n/2] rotation angles 8 1 , ••• ,8.£, .£ = [n/2] within a suitable

basis for E (here "[x]" denotes the largest integer in x). A simple instance
n

of such a rotation is a homogeneous rotation wherein 81 - ••• - 8 This is- -'£'

the kind of rotation used to produce the left panels in Fig. 8.4.

In more detail, the curves in the left panels of Fig. 8.4 were found as

follows. First of all, a reference distribution for SHAPE was made by generating

100 realizations of nxp matrices M and D. Each realization consisted of n

samples from N (0,1). If M(i) ,D(i) are the ith realizations of M and D,
p--p - - - -

then SHAPE (Q(i) ,~(i» was obtained and all 100 of these values arranged in

ascending order to form the reference cdf. The null hypothesis then is that

Q,~ are drawn from the same population. Next, ten more pairs of realizations

of M and D were made in the same way and the M-member of each pair was rotated

temporally a fixed amount to produce !~. (The rotation was homogeneous and

for a given 8, as indicated in the graphs.) Each of the ten SHAPE(Q,! ~)

values for a given 8 was compared to the upper 10% critical value of the

reference cdf for SHAPE constructed above, and the number of rejections of H
o

were noted. For example, when 8 was chosen as 800 and we had p =2, n =50,

it happened that 4 out of 10 times H was rejected. This formed the point
o

(800
, 0.4) on the curve in the upper left panel of Fig. 8.4.

Notice how the power of SHAPE decreases drastically with increasing p or

n. Even more basically, notice how far a homogeneous rotation of one of the

populations must be carried out before the power of SHAPE rises to 0.5!

The second kind of rotation is spatial and is effected by pxp orthogonal

matrices S such that M S. The rotation ~ may be characterized by [p/2] angles

81 , •.. ,8.£, .£ = [p/2] (with respect to a suitable basis for Ep> and we may

specialize these to homogeneous rotations. Such rotations were used on a

gaussian population to separate it rotationally from another, exactly in the
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manner described above for temporal rotations. Samplings were then made to

produce the curves in the right panel of Fig. 8.4. Once again the power of

SHAPE is disappointingly low.

Before drawing our final conclusion here, and in fairness to the SHAPE

test, we should observe that it was examined under the most stringent conditions:

the populations from which the D(i) and M(i) were drawn were spherical.

Therefore, on rotating ~(i) temporally or spatially we were producing,

statistically, a very slight difference. Fuller studies of SHAPE must still

be made wherein the populations N (O,I) have I other than I. Undoubtedly the
p-- - ~

power of SHAPE will be greater, all other factors the same, when the ellipsoid

associated with ~ has greater eccentricity. However, there are further

indications, beyond the examinations made here, that SHAPE does indeed have

relatively low-power tests. This matter will be discussed further in DIT(III).

In conclusion, the power of the SHAPE tests under random sampling conditions

from spherical gaussian populations is low for both homogeneous temporal and

homogeneous spatial rotations.

This conclusion has led to a search for more powerful tests than the

SHAPE tests and which continue to look for differences in attributes other than

location and scale. The search has resulted in the S-phase and T-phase tests,

and their descendants, to be reported on in DIT(III). Consequently, no further

discussion of the SHAPE statistic or its reference distributions is made in

the present work.
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F. Power Curves for SITES and SPRED via APP

Further power tests of SITES and SPRED were made using APP and PPP.

Rather than using classical random samplings from gaussian populations, as in

the preceding paragraphs, we generated a data set that represented a mix of

deterministic and random activity. With APP and PPP involved, this was a

somewhat more expensive undertaking than the earlier experiments. For this

puspose we used the data generator described in Appendix A. The parameters n,

p, a, along with ~, a were selected, and corresponding data values for D and

~(~,a) generated. From these, 10 power curve trials were made to produce each

point on the curves below. Ten trials constitute an experiment. Recall from

§5 that APP also requires random permutations ~ of the first n integers. One

hundred permutations were required for each trial. These permutations were

computed and stored for use prior to the tests. Moreover, the ~1'~2 matrices

(see Appendix A) were computed at the outset and used later when variations in

~ and a were needed. In this way (pre-computing and storing) we could gain a

general initial impression of the power curves as functions of ~ and a without

having to generate totally new realizations for permutations and random sets

for each choice of ~ and a in each trial of the experiment. The resultant

curves are still representative of the results obtainable under fully rigorous

sampling conditions.

For those readers intending to reproduce our results and perhaps go beyond

them, we summarize here the activity required to produce a typical power curve

point in the present setting. Consider the n =24 curve in Fig. 8.5(a).

First of all, at the outset of our experiments, we constructed three master

matrices: a 3600 x 24 matrix! generated as described in Appendix A, and two

independently produced 3600 x 24 random matrices ~1'~ obtained by repeated

random drawings from N(O,l). (These matrices were to be used also for the
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APP SITES POWER CURVES
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experiments in §9.) Next, setting a =1.0 and ~ =0.25, and snipping off the

top 240 rows of F and ~1'~2' we found the 240 x 24 matrix M*(~,a) as given in

(A1.6), and the 240 x 24 matrix D* as given in (A1.5). Starting at the top of

D* and ~(~,a) we successively separated off 24 x 24 disjoint matrices, obtaining

in all ten 24 x 24 realizations of ~,~(~,a). These were the basis for our ten

trials. Each of the ten 24 x 24 matrix pairs (~,~(~,a)) was put into the APP

hopper for the statistic SITES. The result was one rejection of H , and nine
o

acceptances. This resulted in the first point (0.25, 0.10) of the n =24

curve in Fig. 8.5(a). All other points were found in exactly analogous ways.

(For larger n values, we generated IOn x 24 matrices.) We now turn to a

discussion of the results.

In Fig. 8.5(a) we have the power curves for SITES as generated by APP.

Here p =24, a =1.0 (in ~(~,a)) and the significance level of the tests is

a =0.10. Now, for n =24, and a sequence of ~ values the points of the curve

n =24 were generated (as described above). Each point is the result of 10

trials with 10 realizations of ~ and ~(~,a) using the pre-stored random matrices

and permutations. It is seen that the power of SITES becomes non zero after

~ = 0.20, and rises to 1 by about ~ = 0.50. Once again, as in Fig. 8.2 (lower

panel) power increases with increasing n.

In Fig. 8.5(b) some power curves for SITES via APP were generated for the

three choices of a. This represents a new wrinkle in the tests relative to

the earlier ones. We wanted to see how SITES' power behaved when the radii of

the swarms (as gauged by a) changed. The power behavior is fairly smooth and

it increases at a fixed ~ as a increases.

Fig. 8.6 shows SPRED power curves indexed by various n values. Comparison

of this set of curves with those in the lower left panel of Fig. 8.3 is instructive.
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The a's of course are differently interpreted but observe the very much lower

power of SPRED in the present more realistic sampling situation. There is

even a Type I error in the n = 72 curve (i.e., H is true there, but it was
o

rejected once in the 10 trials).

G. Power Curves for SITES and SPRED via PPP

The introductory remarks for the present set of curves are precisely

parallel to those of APP in par F. Hence we may proceed directly to the

discussion of the results. First of all we notice that Fig. 8.7 and Fig. 8.5

are constructed with exactly the same sets of parameters so as to facilitate

intercomparisons of the two families of SITES power curves. Consider in

particular those for n = 72 in the upper panels. Despite their different

shapes, these two curves are fairly close in power content: they both start

at about 0.12-0.14 and rise to unit power somewhere between 0.25, 0.30.

Similar gross resemblances exist between the pairs for n =36 and n =24 in

each Figure. We may thus conclude that APP and PPP produce SITES power curves

of closely comparable strength. A similar conclusion is evident on comparing

the two lower panels in Figs. 8.5, 8.7. The cross-over of the two curves in

the lower panel of Fig. 8.7 (along with the plateau of points at 0.95 power)

is most likely an artifact of the present somewhat economical power curve

construction policy (explained in par F). The PPP power curves for SPRED are

shown in Fig. 8.8. The curves of the top panel are comparable to those in

Fig. 8.6. Once again the familial resemblance between the two sets of curves

is evident and we conclude that APP and PPP generate SPRED power curves of

comparable strength under the present test data conditions. The curves in the

lower panel of Fig. 8.8 are the result of some curiosity on our part as to how
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SPRED would do if ~ * O. The reader should note that there is no SPRED counter

part possible to such a curve in APP. Accordingly we set ~ =0.30, and ran

out the PPP-produced curves. These may be compared with those in the upper

panel of Fig. 8.8. Only minor differences exist. Hence offsetting the two

populations by ~ =0.30 does not seem to affect PPP's SPRED power curves in

any material way. A moment's thought (on reviewing the definitions of SPRED

and PPP) shows that, in principle, such a ~-change can affect the SPRED power

curves. But evidently under the present sampling conditions this effect is

minor.

We conclude that the SITES and SPRED power curves for APP are comparable

in strength to those for PPP under the present set of data conditions (Appendix A).

H. Power Curves for some Classical Statistics for Location (T2) and Spread (M/b)

We examined the power of the classical T2 test for location (Anderson,

1958; see also Appendix B in DIT(I)) using the same artificial data set as in

pars F and G. In this way we could compare, under identical working conditions,

the T2 power curves with the APP- and PPP-produced power curves for SITES.

The classical power curves are shown in Fig. 8.9(b). These are to be compared

to those in Fig. 8.5(b) (for APP) and Fig. 8.7(b) (for PPP). At first glance,

the T2 curves seem to have higher power than their APP and PPP counterparts

(see, e.g., the curve labeled "0 =2.0"). But this high power is spurious

since it is bound up with high Type I errors near ~ =O. The classical T2

test is known to have lower power and erratic behavior when the covariances of

the two populations are not alike (hence the anomalous behavior of the 0 =0.5,

2.0 curves in Fig. 8.9(b)). When 0 =1.0, as in Fig. 8.9(a), all is well and

the curves of the T2 test are competitive with the n =72,36 curves in Figs. 8.5(a),

8.7(a). However the T2 test again has problems near n = 24 (where it doesn't
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exist). In sum, we would generallg tend to trust the APP and PPP SITES tests

more than the classical T2 test for location.

Finally we looked at a much-cited classical test for detecting spread

differences in data sets (Pearson, 1969; Korin, 1969; Box, 1949). Before we

ran the power curves for this test we examined for validity the basic approximations

underlying the test. First of all, the test is built around the statistic M

where

k
M - (n-1) log 1~1 i~l Ni log I~J (8.1)

and where N. =n.-1, and the bars denote determinants. For our purposes,
1 1

k =2, since we are comparing two populations with sample covariance matrices

~1'~2. Moreover, we set nl =n2 =n. Under the hypothesis that we are sampling

from the same population to form ~1'~2' it is asserted (see above references)

that, approximately,

(8.2)

where

A _ (2p 2+3p -1)(k+1)
1 - 6(p+1)k(n-1)

f =\P(p+1)(k-1)

It is claimed that this approximation to X~ is good for lower values of p.

Since, often in oceanography and meteorology our range of p values is typically

24 or more, we were interested in the validity of the approximation (8.1) in

this range. Accordingly, we conducted a Monte Carlo experiment in which

n =26, k =2, and for values p =6, 12, 18, 20, 24. The M and D matrices

were obtained by random samplings from N(O,l). These matrices were then used
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to determine ~t (for ~) and ~2 (for ~), and from which M(l-At ) was found along

with f. In each choice of p, fifty M(l-At )-values were found and we determined

how many of these exceeded the 5% level of the Xi distribution (we would

expect 2.5 on the average). The table below gives the percentage of the 50

values exceeding the 5% critical value of X~.

p

%of M(l-A t )
values exceeding
5% critical value
of X2

f

6 12 18

10%

20

24%

24

98%

Thus for p > 12 the X2 approximation is not useful.

There is an associated test for spread differences using the F distribution,

which was approximated using the same techniques as for the X2 distribution.

Presumably, therefore, that too becomes useless for the range of p values

usually occurring in oceanographic and meteorologic research (cf, e.g., Pearson,

1969, p. 220). Nevertheless, we computed some power curves for that statistic,

which has the form:

M/b - Ff,g

where

A2 = (p-l)(p+2)(k2+k+1)
6kZ(n-1)2

b =f t [l-At -f/gj-t

(8.3)

2.

Once again we set k =2 and all data sets were given the same n. =n, i =1,
1

Here F is the F-distribution with f,g degrees of freedom (in the references
f,g

above f t =f, f 2 =g).
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Fig. 8.9(c) shows the results of power curve computations based on ~ and

~(~,a) of Appendix A, for the case p =24, ~ =0, and significance level

a =0.10. Three choices of n are shown over a range of a values. Notice the

high Type I error at ~ =0 for n =26. This set of curves may be compared to

their APP and PPP counterparts in Figs. 8.6, 8.8. Since APP and PPP generallg

agree on SPUD's power for the present data set (Appendix A), we conclude that

the Mlb statistic is inadequate to gauge significant spread differences between

data sets with n and p values in the range of geophgsical interest.

I. On the Use of Power Curves in Practice

Our present approach toward power tests and their use may now be stated.

When a new statistic (e.g. SITES, SPRED) is defined, and a means (e.g. APP,

PPP) of constructing reference distributions for this statistic is devised,

and a particular family of nxp data matrices (e.g. D ,M ) is to be intercompared,
. -0 -0

then proceed as follows. Construct an artificial-data-set family ~,~(~,a) in

which n,p match the given n,p. Moreover, ~,a are chosen such as to yield sets

of centroids and spreads that are representative of and embed those of the

given D ,M sets. Next, produce SITES and SPRED power curves via APP, PPP at
-0 -0

some significance level a. Then choose the procedure (APP, PPP, e.g.) that

produces for SITES the higher-power curves; and also the procedure (APP, PPP,

e.g.) that produces for SPRED the higher power curves. Use these procedures

on D ,M to reach the conclusions about significant values of SITES (D ,M )
-0 -0 -0 -0

and SPRED (D ,M ).
-0 -0

Knowledge of the approximate power of these SITES and SPRED statistics

allows an estimate of the risk and cost of a conclusion based on a significance

decision.* This kind of thinking on the part of oceanographers and meteorologists

* See, e.g. (Crow, Davis, Maxfield, 1960)
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may yet be a long way off. But someday their understanding of air/sea/land/

cryosphere interactions will have matured. Then predictions will have to be

made of the values of important climatological variables bearing on fuel and

food supplies, and people will want to know the risks and costs of a wrong

decision. In the meanwhile, good statistical techniques, perhaps such as

those studied here, or their modifications, will aid in formulating dynamical

hypotheses about how these interactions work.

9. COmparison of APP and PPP Distributions with Reference MCP Distributions

A. Introduction

Suppose we had an adequate data setting such as that in §3, and we extracted

from it relatively small nXp sample realizations of D and M. Suppose further

that we applied APP or PPP to these extracted ~,~ and gauged their separation

with respect to either SITES or SPRED. In these comparison procedures, as a

matter of course, cumulative distribution functions (cdfs) are produced for

SITES or SPRED. The question then arises as to the visual comparison of these

APP- (or PPP)-produced cdfs with those cdfs that would be produced bg straight

forward "onte Carlo procedures on the entire adequate data set. In this

section we present the results of a detailed study of this question. Our aim

is to see how the APP- (or PPP-)produced cdfs compare (in the sense of location

and dispersion) with those that would be generated using a relatively "exact"

method, such as the Monte Carlo procedure (MCP) under adequate data conditions.
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B. Definition of an Adequate Setting

As a preliminary step to the cdf constructions, we define the present

form of an adequate data setting. We generate nXp matrix fields !,Rl,R2 and

form the resultant nxp matrices Q and ~(~,a), as described in Appendix A. We

chose N quite large--3600 in this case--and then extracted many realizations

of nXp data sets from these master sets. The master sets can be schematically

visualized as sketched, below:

N =nr

Q(l)

Q(2)

···

Q(r)

1

2

r

T
n

+n
1

T
n

~

~(~,a;l)

~(~,a;2)

···

~(~,a;r)

master
D

master
M

For our experiments we will choose nand r combinations shown in the table:

n r

24 100
36 100
48 75
72 50

180 20

Except for the first combination of nand r in the table, we used all 3600
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rows of the master matrix Q and master matrix ~ in each experiment (so that

N =nr). If each row of the master matrices Q and ~ represented monthly

averages of some field over p points, then these matrices would summarize 300

years of data. These data were generated by a statistically stationary process,

as described in Appendix A, which is part deterministic, part random.

C. Comparing APP and MCP cdfs

The results of our calculations are summarized in Figs. 9.1 to 9.6. The

graphs intercompare the cdfs generated by APP and a Monte Carlo procedure

(MCP). There were 24 runs made in all, and these are arranged 4 to a figure,

with the run-number shown on each diagram along with the identification of the

parameters chosen for each run. Thus, the symbols "MU," "SIGMA" and "COEF1"

refer respectively to the parameters ~,a and a, and which are defined in

Appendix A. ~ governs the centroid separation, while a governs the radial

scale, or spread separation of the data sets. Moreover the symbols "N," "P"

and "R" refer respectively to the parameters n, p and r as also used in Appendix A

and this section. Each run was executed in the following eight steps:

(i) Choose nand r (see table in par B above)

(ii) Choose ~,a

(iii) For a given w, 1 ~ w ~ r, construct the nXp matrices Q(w),

~(~,a;w) (see the diagram in par B above)

(iv) Partition Q(W) , ~(~,a;w) using a random permutation ~ in accordance

with APP (§5). The results are schematically defined as in the

following figure
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~p~ ~P-4f

T !!l(W) ~l(~,(J;W)

n

1 !!2(W) ~2(~,(J;W)

The identity transformation ~ leaves !! and ~ unchanged and as they appear

in the above sketch. This fact will be used in (viii) below.

(v) For each w in (iv) find the cdfs of SITES (or SPRED) using APP

(§5). In particular, use !!l(W), ~2(~,(J;w) to generate the "DM"

cdf of the APP.

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

Repeat (v) for w = 1, ... ,10

Plot all 10 cdfs found in (vi)

Generate a Monte Carlo Procedure (MCP) cdf as follows: Find

SITES (or SPRED) for each pair !!l(W), ~2(~,(J;W), W=1, ... ,r.

These are the results of the identity permutation on !!(w) and

~(~,(J;w). Order these SITES (or SPRED) numbers and thereby

find the resultant MCP cdt associated with the current choice

of n, r, ~, (J.

The numbers N =3600 and p =24 are fixed throughout all the calculations.

The 24 runs in Figs. 9.1-9.6 fall naturally together into subgroups. The

following Table gives an overview of the runs and the subgroups.
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Table 9.1 Parameters for APP/MCP Runs 1-24 in Figs. 9.1-9.6

RUN DATA SETS

1
2

3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12

13
14

15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24

~ =0, a =0, a =0

~ =0, a = 1.25, a = 1

~ =0, a = 1.25, a = 1

~ =0, a = 0, a = 0

J.I = 0.3, a = 1.0

~ =0.3, a =1.0

STATISTIC

SPRED

SPRED

PSPRED

SITES

SITES

PSITES

n

24
180

24
36
48
72

180

24
36
48
72

180

24
180

24
36
48
72

180

24
36
48
72

180

P

24
24

24
24
24
24
24

24
24
24
24
24

24
24

24
24
24
24
24

24
24
24
24
24

r

100
20

100
100

75
50
20

100
100

75
50
20

100
20

100
100

75
50
20

100
100

75
50
20

One point of interest of the study was to see how changes in the parameter

n--presumably increases in n--would improve the resemblances between the APP

cdfs and the MCP cdfs. The way we have arranged the n, r variations is to

start with a relatively small n and a large r. Thus in run 1 we have n = 24

and r = 100. We would expect in this circumstance to have a well-stabilized

MCP cdf of SPRED, for there are r =100 realizations of each ~(w) and ~(~,a;w),

w =1, ••. ,100 from which to form the MCP cdf. On the other hand the APP uses

a 24x24 version of ~ and ~(~,a) and works within them to generate the cdf for

SPRED. This was done 10 times. These 10 APP-produced curves are displayed in
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run 1 of Fig. 9.1. Nestled among these 10 curves is the MCP curve. Notice

that in this run we are sampling from a spherical gaussian population located

in E24 (since ~ =0, U =0 and a =0). When we increase the sample size n to

180 as in run 2, the number of Monte Carlo replications r necessarily reduces

to 20. Now we would expect the APP to provide a well-sampled estimate of the

SPRED cdf, while the MCP SPRED cdf would be less stable. It appears, however,

that both types of curve are still in quite good agreement (note the scale of

the abscissas in runs 1 and 2). Hence, our first impression is that there is

close agreement between APP and MCP SPRED cdfs over a wide range of random

sampling conditions.

The family of five runs 3 to 7 for APP- and MCP-produced SPRED cdfs is

done for ~ = 0, U = 1.25, a = 1. Now we have the deterministic field! taking

part in helping to produce data variance. The MCP SPRED cdf continues to be

nestled among the 10 samples of the APP SPRED cdf, from the smallest sample

n = 24 to the largest n = 180. lie would then conclude that under the present

mixed deterministic and random conditions the good agreement continues to hold

between the APP and MCP SPRED cdfs.

In runs 8 to 12 we use the physical SPRED statistic, namely

where now

PSPRED - IUD - uMI (9.1)

0' =
D

1 n p 1\-- I I (d(t,x) - d(x»Z
np t=1 x=1

\(so that UD=uD/(np». The intent was to see the numerical range of PSPRED

values under the various sampling conditions without the presence of the

sampling dependent normalizing term uDuM. On the basis of runs 3 to 7, we
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would expect the location and dispersion of the APP and MCP cdfs to once again

be closely related, i.e., that the curves closely intermingle, and have the

same shape, and this is borne out.* Notice how in runs 8 to 12, the 0.50 level

of the APP and MCP cdfs (the median of the density distribution) stays sensibly

constant (around PSPRED =0.08) while the dispersions of the APP cdfs (their

individual left to right extents) considerably contract as n goes from 24 to

180, as would be expected under larger and larger samplings of a homogeneous

population. The MCP cdfs, interestingly, undergo about the same dispersion

contraction as the replication number r decreases from 100 to 20. Thus even

in the absence of the denominator product aDaM' the APP·prodUced PSPRED cdf

has a close resemblance to its MCP-produced counterpart, as regards location

and dispersion properties under a wide range of sampling conditions.

Runs 13 to 24 repeat the SPRED study in all details but now for SITES.

Thus in runs 13, 14 we have cdfs generated by purely random noise, with good

agreement in the variously produced cdfs for SITES.

In runs 15 to 19, where now ~ =0.300, a =1.000, and a =1, we observe a

migration of both MCP and APP SITES cdfs down the SITES scale from about 0.20

for n =24, to 0.08 for n =180. At the beginning of the sequence, the APP

curves are somewhat displaced from the reference MCP curve, although they have

about the same shape. At the end of the run the agreement between the cdfs is

quite good, after the 10 APP curves have essentially migrated as a group into

the vicinity of the MCP reference curve.

* It may then be asked, "If PSPRED seems to be so intuitively close to
SPRED, why not just choose PSPRED as a statistic to work with, since it
is simpler?" Unfortunately, this is not possible. In some experiments
with PSPRED, and particularly with PSITES, defined in (9.2), below, the
APP is adversely affected. It was found that the DD and MD curves could
reverse order, so that MD<DD, in the PSITES context. (This follows from
the possibility in the PSITES context of having DD«MM.)
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In runs 20 to 24, we repeat the setting of runs 15 to 19, but now with

the phgsical SITES statistic, namely

1 P \PSITES - I (d(x) - m(x))Z (9.2)
p x=l

il n
where d(x) - n- 1 I d(t,x), m(x) = n- 1 I m(t,x)

t=l t=l

In this way we can check on our expectation that for large sample size n,

PSITES should center around 0.300 (since ~ = 0.300), which it does for both

APP and MCP SITES cdfs. Once again, now for PSITES, agreement in location of

the APP-produced cdfs improves with increasing n and, throughout, the shapes

of the cdfs remain remarkablg alike.

D. Comparing PPP and MCP cdfs

The results of our calculations are summarized in Figs. 9.7 to 9.12.

This series of graphs intercompares the cdfs generated by PPP and a Monte

Carlo Procedure (MCP). There are 24 runs in all: from 25 to 48, inclusive.

The parameters used are largely those used for the APP study, and are summarized

by Table 9.2.

Table 9.2 Parameters for PPP/MCP Runs 25-48 in Figs. 9.7-9.12

RUN DATA SETS STATISTIC n p r

25 ~ = 0, C1 = 0, a = 0 SITES 24 24 100
26 180 24 20

27 ~ = 0.3, a = 1.0 SITES 24 24 100
28 36 24 100
29 48 24 75
30 72 24 50
31 180 24 20
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32 IJ =0.3, a = 1.0 PSITES 24 24 100
33 36 24 100
34 48 24 75
35 72 24 50
36 180 24 20

37 IJ =0, a =0, a =0 SPRED 24 24 100
38 180 24 20

39 IJ = 0, a = 1.25 SPRED 24 24 100
40 36 24 100
41 48 24 75
42 72 24 50
43 180 24 20

44 IJ =0, a = 1.25 PSPRED 24 24 100
45 36 24 100
46 48 24 75
47 72 24 50
48 180 24 20

On turning to the graphs we see that runs 25, 26 show good agreement between

the MCP and PPP SITES cdfs, over the entire range.

In the sequence of runs 27 to 31 we see that there is a systematic difference

in location of the MCP and PPP SITES cdfs. Whereas in the corresponding APP

runs 15 to 19 the two classes of cdfs intermingled, here they remain apart

over the whole range of n samples, and the gap is insensitive to n. The

shapes of the two types of curves, however, are alike and they are broad for

small n, narrow for large n. It is this feature of like shape for APP and MCP

curves that is important to maintaining the power of the PPP at a workably

high level, relative to the reference curves of MCP.

The disparity between the PPP and MCP SITES cdfs is maintained in the run

sequence 32 to 36 (note the'change in abscissa scale). Observe how the MCP

curve homes in on PSITES =0.30, as expected, but the PPP settles at a definitely

smaller estimate of PSITES. While there was some discrepancy in PSITES locations

of the APP and MCP cdfs (runs 20 to 24), it decreased there with increasing

sample size, as expected, unlike the present discrepancy.
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In runs 37, 38 (a random setting) we have good agreement of SPRED cdfs as

produced by MCP and PPP. The SPRED statistic's cdf tends to have a long right

tail as found in either procedure. For larger samples such as n = 180, the

natural tendency of the cdfs is to move nearer to the origin, with median

values around 0.001, which therefore are down by an order of magnitude from

the n = 24 case.

The cdf graphs of the SPRED runs 39 to 43 display a dramatic difference

(relative to those witnessed in the preceding 38 runs) in the locations of the

two cdfs. The MCP cdf medians migrate slightly, as n goes from 24 to 180,

from about 0.005 to 0.007. By contrast, the PPP cdf medians move slightly

toward the origin, widening the gap between the two families of cdfs. The

runs throughout this sequence accordingly show two very different kinds of cdf

belonging to the MCP and the PPP.

In runs 44 to 48 a general repetition of the preceding five runs is

observed, now for the PSPRED statistic, showing once again disparate PSPRED

cdfs produced by PPP and MCP remaining disparate throughout the entire sequence.

In sum, the APP distributions for both SITES and SPRED generallg shared

the same location and dispersion properties as the relativelg trustworthg MCP

distributions. The closeness of resemblance increased with increasing sample

size n of Q and !(~,o) over the range of n, p, ~ and 0 values studied. On the

other hand, the PPP distributions for both SITES and SPRED were generallg of

different location than the RCP distributions. The PPP SPRED distributions

were, in addition, of different dispersion than the RCP distributions. In

general, on the basis of these intercomparisons, we conclude that, under

similar n, p, ~, 0, and statisticallg-stationarg adequate-sampling conditions,

the APP cdfs will more closelg resemble the MCP (and presumablg the 'true')

cdfs than the PPP cdfs.
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APPENDIX A

A Model/Data Matrix Generator for Controlled Experiments

with Statistical Techniques

1. The data-set generator is defined via

d(t,x) =f(t,x) + rl(t,x)

for t =1, ... ,n, and x =1, ... ,p, where

(Al.1)

f(t,x)
p

=a I
j=l

u. (x)v. (t)
J J

(Al. 2)

u.(x) = [ 2 ]\ . (jnx)
J (p+1) S1n p+1

r. =sin (jn/2(p+1))/sin(pn/2(p+1))
J

Here M is an adjustable parameter fixed throughout these constructions as

M = 12. The constant a adjusts the signal-to-noise ratio. The present system

has many combined periods (via the various values of r.). The shortest natural
J

period is

/ . ( pn )
T - n S1n 2(p+1)

Choosing M =12 then divides the time axis into 12ths of T.

(A1.3)

The time index t

then gives the multiples of T by which time progresses in this system. Hence

the quickest natural oscillatory changes of the system are still resolved into

12 instants. Finally, rl(t,x) is a random sample, at t and x, drawn from a
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normal population of zero mean and unit variance. That is, for each t and x,

rl(t,x) - N(O,I).

B. The model-set generator is defined via

(AI.4)

t = l, ... ,n x =l, ... ,p.

Here ~, a are specifiable parameters. By varying ~, we can make the centroids

of the sampled D and M swarms in E change distance. By varying a, the radiusp

of the sampled M swarm can be changed. Here r2(t,x) - N(O,I), and is a random

variable sampled independently of r2(t,x).

c. We can write (AI. 1), (AI.4) in nxp matrix form:

(AI.5)

(AI.6)

where E is an nxp matrix of unit entries. By setting ~ =0, a =0, and a =0,

we obtain

D =~1

M=~2

(AI.7)

(AI.B)

two random nxp matrices representing independent samples of n points each in

E drawn from N (O,! ), i.e., a multivariate unit spherical gaussian population
p p-~

in E , centered on the origin.p

D. In general, we may write ~ as {~(l), ... ,~(n)}, i.e., as an n-point swarm

(or set) in E. Each ~(t), t =1, ... ,n, is a vector:p
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APPENDIX A

T
~(t) =[d(t,I), d(t,2), ... , d(t,p)] (AI.9)

the elements being formed via (AI. I). Similar notation holds for the vectors

~(t) associated with M.
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